The comparative ability of three phage-types of Xanthomonas citri (Hasse) Dowson, A, B, and C, to survive in diseased tissues was examined by inoculating the mixture of an equal amount of each on leaves of adult Natsudaidai (Citrus natsudaidai) and Unshu (C. unshu, variety Sugiyama) trees.
Introduction
The isolates of Xanthomonas citri (Hasse) Dowson distributed throughout Japan can be classified into three phage-types by their susceptibility patterns to two phages, CP1 and CP2.
Phage-type A is susceptible to CP1 but not CP2, while phage-type B shows the opposite lytic reaction4).
Phage-type C is characterized by its resistant reaction to both phages.
These phage-types are quite different in their distribution frequency on various citrus plants6,7). In general, phage-type A is found on Natsudaidai, sweet oranges, or lemons which are highly susceptible to citrus canker, while phage-type B is prevalent on Unshu oranges which are moderately resistant to the canker disease. Although phage-type C was frequently isolated from weeds2,3), isolation frequency from citrus trees was around 2 to 3 per cent at most, and any specific relation to particular citrus plants has not been demonstrated.
The artificial inoculation tests with the above phage-types failed to demonstrate any difference in virulence on various plants.
Therefore, the explanation of such great differences in the distribution of these phage-types in nature and on different citrus plants has been left open to question. inoculated singly with each isolate. Fig. 1 shows the seasonal change of the relative populations of phage-types in diseased tissues. On Unshu leaves, the bacterial populations in the lesions decreased gradually with time and by the next summer were undetectable.
*
In contrast, the pathogen survived a fairly long time in the lesions on Natsudaidai and was isolated from 60 percent of the lesions 15 months after inoculation.
A distinct decrease occurred in the population of phage-type C in the lesions on both Natsudaidai and Unshu when it was inoculated in combination with phage-type A and B. On Natsudaidai, phage-type C started to decline two weeks after inoculation and could not be detected in the next spring.
Although several field surveys revealed that phage-type A predominant on Natsudaidai and phage-type B on Unshu, such affinities between phage-types and citrus plants were not substantiated by the inoculation experiments with the mixture of three phage-types. It seems, therefore, that these two citrus plants have not exercised any selection pressure on two phage-types A and B. When inoculated individually, each phage-type was quite stable, and no other phage-type dissociated from the original one. Each phage-type maintained similar population levels in the lesions inoculated singly. There was a possibility that the behavior of each phage-type mentioned above was to be found only on the particular isolates used in the experiments, but not on the other isolates.
To clarify the possibility, the inoculum was prepared by mixing several new isolates with each phage-type.
They were isolated from naturally infected lesions and identified their phage-types just before the inoculation.
The results were shown in Fig. 2 .
The population change proceeded quickly in contrast to that in Fig. 1 . The experiments were repeated in the middle of May, 1973, and obtained essentially identical results to those shown in Fig. 2 . The relationship between phagetype A and B was not consistent in respect to the population change in diseased tissues.
The same isolates employed in the experiments shown in Fig. 2 were mixed in different ratios and inoculated on leaves of Natsudaidai and Unshu.
As shown in Fig. 3 , the population of phage-types A and B increased while type C continuously declined. values were ploted in Fig. 5 . It was general trends that the population which reached 106 per lesion 2 weeks after inoculation started to decrease in 3 weeks and kept declining thereafter.
This population change may be caused by summer heat and/or the effect of saprophytes which invade the diseased tissues with high density soon after canker development under natural conditions. The isolate U9-1 singly inoculated on Natsudaidai showed 10 times higher population than the other two isolates 3 weeks after inoculation and this difference was subsequently maintained. Therefore, the population level in the lesions inoculated with the combined isolates could be represented by that of the isolate U9-1. The similar tendency was observed in Unshu, although the population for the combined isolates maintained higher than that for any individual isolates singly inoculated.
Great suppression of the phage-type C population was already found in the lesions 13 days after inoculation.
The number of colony-forming units of the phagetype C were only 3.2 and 3.7 percent of the total population in the lesions formed on Unshu and Natsudaidai, respectively. This percentage reduced on Unshu to 9.20, 0.53 and 0.27 percent in the assays made in 21, 35 and 60 days after inoculation, respectively..
On Natsudaidai, the population of the phage-type C also reduced to low percentage; 2.70, 0.47, and 0.08 percent in 21, 35 and 60 days after inoculation, respectively.
Although the phage-type C population decreased faster than that of the phage-type B when inoculated individually, the velocity of decline became positively greater than the above when inoculated together with the other phage-types. Therefore, some effects derived from the interaction between these phage-types should be responsible for such suppression of the phage-type C.
Discussion
Natural infection due to phage-type C is found together with those due to phage-type A or B in citrus groves in Japan.
Uniform infection of citrus groves or citrus trees by phage-type C alone has not been recognized6,7).
Isolation frequencies of this type from the canker lesions in any given areas of a field did not exceed several percent and those of phage-type A and B were approximately the same. There is no great difference in virulence or host specificity among these three types as long as the inoculations are made soon after isolation from naturally infected lesions1).
These facts naturally lead to the assumption that some unknown factors could be operating on the pathogen under natural conditions which suppress the epidemic of citrus canker due to the phage-type C. In the lesions developed by inoculating the mixture of three phage-types A, B and C, the population of phagetype C always declined quickly to a level that the conventional plating methods cannot detect, whereas the other two types A and B retained high population levels. The phage-type C isolates presented in the above data were those isolated from rhizosphere of Zoysia sp.
However, the selective decrease in the population of the phage-type C was invariably observed regardless of the history of isolates used, i. e., the period of maintenance on the artificial culture media, the original host plants and localities from which they were derived, etc.
The velocity of the population change in Fig. 2 was greater than that in Fig. 1 . This fact may suggest that environmental conditions such as plant nutrition, saprophytic population in lesions, or temperature play a role in the process of phage-type selection in diseased tissues. Although the mechanism of selective population change among the phage-types in the lesions are left for open question at present, possible explanation could be: 1) difference in ability to survive in lesions, 2) antagonism between phage-types, or lytic effects of bacteriophages, 3) stabilizing selection or 4) alteration of phage-types through the genetic interaction.
The first mechanism is difficult to be a major cause, because the phage-type C maintained its population at fairly high level identical to those in types A and B in lesions inoculated individually.
The second one is not important because antagonistic actions were not observed between phage-types by the cross-streak plating (unpublished data), and because phage-type C is resistant to all phages including various temperate phages that X. citri produces4).
On the possibility of stabilizing selection, no experimental evidence has been presented for the existence of races of the pathogen and vertical resistance of Citrus spp. against them.
Goto et al. 3) reported, however, the data which supporting the existence of ecotypes in X. citri.
The isolates belonging to the phage-type C had been detected frequently on rhizosphere of a weed, Zoysia sp., growing close to a citrus grove. They were never isolated from the lesions formed on Natsudaidai or Unshu in the citrus grove from which the isolates of phage-type A and B were consistently isolated, respectively. This may be a circumstantial evidence for a sort of stabilizing selection operating on X. citri in nature as well as for the existence of ecotypes. The stabilizing selection could be intensified when the phage-type C compete with the other phage-types in the infected citrus tissues for the growth and subsequent perpetuation.
Nevertheless, the possibility of the genetic interaction between the phage-types cannot be neglected because the in vitro experiments revealed the similar phenomenon found on potato-sucrose agar slant (unpublished data). It may be claimed that the infection of citrus plants due to the mixture of three phage-types rarely occurs in nature.
If the interaction among those phagetypes does not operate in nature and each type has the same chance to infect the leaves, to multiply in the tissues, to develop lesions and to disperse through rain splash, then infection foci due to phase-type C should be formed and phage-type C should be detectable in the fields with high frequency.
Field surveys do not support this view suggesting the possibility of the phage-type selection discussed above. There was no experimental evidence to show that differences exist between the ability of phage-type A and B to survive on Natsudaidai or Unshu trees. This capability conflicts with their distribution in field surveys. These facts, therefore, suggest that the differences of phage-types found on mature Natsudaidai and Unshu in fields may be traced back to seedling infection by a certain phage-type at nurseries, and the bacteria have successively perpetuated themselves on those plants.
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